Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Pre-analytical procedures in point-of-care diagnostics are prone to different types of safety relevant errors. Most of them are caused by human failure the "often interrupted" and stressful surrounding of intensive care units. The most common error in the process of handling and analyzing venous blood samples is patient misidentification [1] . Critical patient identification errors are observed in up to 1 per 1000 procedures or specimens [2] [3] [4] . The correct dating and matching of blood samples is significant for an adequate patient care and helps to avoid life threatening situations caused by mixups [1, 5, 6] . Precise sample labeling (e.g., barcode labels) is the most obvious way of prevention. Establishing guidelines for sample handling might be another. However, noncompliance with these guidelines, introducing additional effort of documentation and cross-checking, remains a major problem [1, 7, 8] .
Technical safeguards against human failure would be a forward-looking strategy in this setting. The estimation of additional parameters for patient identification in the analytical phase may help to identify sampling mixups [9] . But those all face the limitations of post-analytical data analysis. Approaches to prevent mixed-up samples therefore have to be technical solutions becoming effective in the pre-analytical phase [10] . Arterial blood sampling from the arterial line leads to an unavoidable and characteristic pattern (e.g., artificial blood pressure, no pulsation) in blood pressure monitoring [11, 12] . With respect to vital sign monitoring, this pattern is useless and is often overlooked. But the missing of blood pressure data contains useful information. Monitoring data may be missing not at random (MNAR) or be missing at random (MAR) [13] . Data MAR like the missing of a single measurement in a defined sequence may reduce sample size or degree of freedom for analysis but probably will not bias the result. Data MNAR, like missing data in specific conditions, could add a strong bias to analyses [14] . Dealing with missing data can be performed in different ways: Missing data can just be excluded, the last value carried forward, related information can be used to estimate the missing value, imputation can be performed on logical rules or indicator variables can be used to represent the state of missing information. However, mean imputation is still the most common method to process missing data [15] . In the case of blood withdrawal, missing ABP information is NMAR caused by the specific procedure. Therefore, analyzing this pattern may help to identify the patient-and time-dependent blood sampling procedure and thus provide a valuable marker for pre-analytical safety approaches.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Objective
The aim of this study was to use available and missing information from arterial pressure monitoring to detect the exact time of blood withdrawal. Those calculated points in time can be used as a reference for dating blood samples and improve patient safety by validating a blood sample with a performed blood withdrawal from the selected patient.
A proof-of-concept approach is implemented to demonstrate the capabilities of the developed algorithm in real-time.
Measurement setup and data acquisition
Test and validation data were obtained from studies performed at the Department of General, Visceral and Transplant Surgery at the University Hospital Tübingen, Germany, in an experimental ICU setting for animal studies.
The arterial blood pressure was measured with a PiCCO-catheter system (MAQUET Holding B.V. and Co. KG, Germany) placed in the femoral artery using Seldinger technique and connected to a medical threeway tap allowing for blockage of the blood flow and attaching a syringe or vacutainer for blood withdrawal. For ABP measurements, a pressurized saline infusion bag was used to provide a standing fluid pillar for the sensor.
The mean (ABPm), diastolic (ABPd) and systolic (ABPs) arterial pressure were displayed with an IntelliVue MP50-Monitor (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., Netherlands), exported via a serial connection and processed with the TICoMS monitoring and control framework and stored in a PostgreSQL database at 1 Hz [16] .
Blood withdrawal process
The detection of blood withdrawals using pressure monitoring was tailored to a usual blood withdrawal process from an arterial access. During blood withdrawal, the three-way tap was rotated and pressure measurement via the standing fluid pillar was blocked off. Then the sample was collected. Afterwards the three-way tap was returned to its measurement position and the catheter was flushed. Blood withdrawals were performed by physicians, scientists, medical students and lab technicians. The blood sample was measured in a blood gas analysis device (ABL800 FLEX, Radiometer Medical ApS, Denmark).
Detection algorithm
By rotating the three-way tap to obtain a blood sample, the pressure measurement was decoupled from the physiological state and set to an artificial level. Therefore, a static mean pressure ABPm with no physiological pulsation was observed on the patient monitor, leading to an absence of measurements for ABPs and ABPd. Using this observation, the detection algorithm was designed and implemented with Matlab 2016a (The MathWorks, Inc., United States). The direct connection to the database and integration into the processing pipeline allowed real-time application.
In a first step, raw data from the patient monitor were processed and analyzed to detect deviations from the current state and to calculate indicator tags for each parameter at 1 Hz. If multiple observations were detected within this timeframe, the most recent measurement was used for further processing.
The detection was based on a scoring function that was normalized between 0 and 1. To calculate the scoring function all used parameters (ABPm, ABPs, ABPd) can be weighted individually, thus adapting their influence to the total score. To obtain the normalized score the sum of all parameters weights used (w↓i) (must be 1. For detection of blood withdrawals, the weight of all parameters was chosen to be the same and the scoring was therefore based on the normalized sum of the individual scores for each parameter:
The scoring function therefore represents a score between 0 and 1, whereas 1 means that all indicators for a blood withdrawal are present and 0 that no indication for such an event was given. This allows an easy adaption of the algorithm and including additional parameters.
When the scoring function was calculated, a simple threshold was used to determine if a blood withdrawal event was present. The threshold for the scoring function was set to STh = 0.7, and if S > STh a manipulation was assumed.
To obtain a more robust result and avoid false detections for cases where only a single measurement exceeds the threshold, a series of 10 successive points in time must reach the threshold STh to be accounted for as a blood withdrawal event.
For ABPm, the score SABPm was based on a deviation from the mean observation of the last 10 min, ignoring missing data. If the deviation was more than 10 mmHg from the mean the individual score was 1 otherwise 0.
For ABPs and ABPd the availability of the values was used for the scores SABPs and SABPd, respectively. Therefore, the tags from the first algorithmic step can be used and accounted for in the score as 1 if the measurement currently was missing or 0 if the measurement was present.
Due to multiple points in time where the threshold may be reached, a consensus time was calculated. The first point in a successive order of 10 scores exceeding the threshold was used.
Validation
First, existing data sets from previous study trials were used to calculate the exact times of blood withdrawals retrospectively. The arterial pressure measurements from the trials were read from the database and processed in successive order for each stored point in time. Each detected event was automatically plotted with a Matlab script as a graphic chart of a 10-min window to perform a visual inspection and validation of the variables and the scoring function.
Because the used blood gas analyzer was connected to the TICoMS infrastructure as the used medical framework as well, the analysis results and their dates were also processed and stored during the performed trials and thus available for retrospective analysis. The exact times of blood gas analyses were extracted and used as a reference for the blood withdrawal times. For each known analysis point the event was processed in the same way as the events detected by the algorithm: Plotting the corresponding pressure measurements and calculating a detection score. The resulting points in time and plots where then used to determine correct hits by the algorithm and match the detections correctly to the blood gas analysis and other events.
Second, a real-time version of the algorithm was tested alongside two study trials performed with the experimental setup described above. This gave the opportunity to observe the blood withdrawal events and the analytic algorithm concurrently without delay. The integration and real-time processing capabilities of the proposed method within the used medical software framework was evaluated.
For evaluation of the algorithm's performance, all known blood gas measurements are matched to the Peter J et al . Algorithm-based arterial blood sampling recognition detected events and counted as hits, missed blood gas analysis events are counted as misses. Additional detections were visually inspected and compared to other performed procedures to determine if an actual manipulation is present. Such events are additional blood withdrawals for laboratory and activated clotting time analysis. These events are accounted for as additional hits by the algorithm and denoted as other, whereas all other disturbances erroneously detected by the proposed algorithm are classified as false positives (FP) and denoted as errors. The performance of the detection is evaluated in terms of sensitivity or true positive rate, which represents the fraction of detected events of the total number of events: TPR = (hits + other)/(hits + other + misses). 
RESULTS
The retrospective analysis was performed by calculating the scoring function and thus the exact times of blood withdrawal events from the numerical values stored in the database. Independently, the timestamps in the database for the results of the blood gas analysis were exported.
Each event detected by the algorithm was processed to store the exact times in a text file, containing all dates and times of the events and as an image where the ABPm, ABPs, ABPd measurements and the calculating scoring function are plotted below each other. An example for such a detection event plot is shown in Figure 1 . In this figure 10 min windows of the three measured parameters ABPs, ABPm, ABPd and the calculated scoring function are displayed. For ABPs and ABPd time frames with missing data are highlighted with a blue box in their respective graphs. For ABPm the calculated moving average pressure is plotted with a red line. Exceeding the defined deviation from the mean pressure is highlighted with a red box in the graph. Scoring function threshold exceedance for a consecutive order of 10 measurements is highlighted with green boxes.
Additionally, after processing all data from a single trial, a summarized plot for all events was generated to provide an overview of the performed blood gas analyses in comparison to the detected events. Such an overview is shown in Figure 2 for trial number 3. The plot displays the detected events and the performed blood gas analyses along the time axis of the study trial. In the upper row, red bars are used to show the points of blood withdrawal detections. The lower row represents the time of known blood gas analysis measurements. The blood gas analyses were performed regularly and except for one analysis at the beginning, all events were successfully detected by the algorithm. An additional detection is shown around hour 51 of the trial. Furthermore, the delay between blood withdrawal and the storing of the analysis results can be observed, as the red bars precede the black bars slightly.
The results of the retrospective analyses for all trials and the algorithmic performance for each individual trial and in total are shown in Table 1 . Each column represents a single trial with the number of performed BGAs, the number of manipulations detected by the algorithm, the hits and misses for the BGAs, other events and false positive detections. The statistical measures for each trial, sensitivity, precision and F1 score are shown below. The rightmost column shows the combined result of all analyzed trials. A total number of 434 BGAs was present in the observed data. The algorithm detected 514 events, of which 422 were BGAs. Thus, BGAs could be successfully detected in 422 of 434 cases (97.23%). Sixty-four other observed events like blood withdrawal for laboratory and activated clotting time analysis were detected. In 18 cases, the algorithm performed a wrongful detection of an event, whereas only fluctuations in the pressure curve were present. Overall, a sensitivity of 0.97, a precision of 0.96 and an F1 score of 0.97 were achieved. The algorithm proved to successfully detect blood withdrawals by a broad variety of caregivers at different levels of professional experience. The real-time version of the algorithm was successfully integrated in the medical software framework for two additional trials and could successfully detect blood withdrawals and manipulations from the arterial catheter in real-time, thus showing the fundamental feasibility of the proposed method for clinical application as a precaution measure against mix-ups.
DISCUSSION
A highly accurate algorithm was developed to detect blood withdrawals and other manipulation events in patients with established arterial blood pressure monitoring. This algorithm identified more than 97 percent of the performed samplings for blood gas analyses.
Using a 10-min sliding window for mean calculation of the measured ABPm allowed for dynamic adaption to the current patient state and changing blood pressures. Therefore, the detection capabilities were maintained stable for long observation times (96 h in this study). In all trials a total number of only 18 false positive detections occurred. Even if the algorithm detected such additional events, there was a strong bias between false positive and false negative rates for the task of withdrawal detections. Successful detection of all real events was the uppermost important goal, as it was required for a correct sample dating a matching for the patient. False negative rate was therefore the critical statistical size as an undetected blood sample cannot be dated and processed. On the other hand, false positives, hence detections without indication did occur but caused no significant harm due to their low frequency of occurrence. However, an increased frequency of false positive detections yields the risk of selecting wrong events. But this error was limited to a definable timeframe. Only the last 10 min were evaluated for detection of blood withdrawal events, so only events within this time frame are relevant.
Characteristic pattern of blood withdrawals occurring on arterial blood pressure were used for algorithmic detection of the events. Neither data imputation for missing measurements nor ignoring missing values was performed. Instead, by using tags indicating when information was missing this knowledge of systolic and diastolic pressure was preserved. In the context of arterial blood withdrawal this data was NMAR but absent due to the artificial pressure level provided by the pressurized infusion bag. The combination of present information with tags derived from the missing systolic and diastolic measurements yields this useful Table 1 Detection results of the proposed algorithm applied retrospectively to the data acquired in seven trials detection algorithm. Due to general anesthetics, patient movement was not present in study conditions but should be evaluated for a general clinical application. However, explicitly using the information obtained from the absence of the systolic and diastolic pressures, random events like movements should not lead to such a loss of data, thus not exceeding the threshold for the scoring function.
With a known exact time of blood withdrawal, the blood sample can automatically be dated back to the moment of withdrawal if the measurement was processed by a hospital information system. As shown in the analysis, for the chosen 10 min window the event can be dated back from the exact measurement times to obtain the withdrawal point. If longer times for handling the blood samples are needed, the observed timeframe should be enlarged or even shifted, for example ignoring the most recent minutes for the analysis at all, as processing and transporting time of the blood sample provides a lower boundary.
Additional parameters can easily be included in the detection algorithm with an individual scoring weight to adapt for specific procedures or additional detection performance. If for example an arterial temperature was measured as well, the temperature change resulting from flushing the catheter with saline solution, can be detected as a characteristic event as well and be included in the scoring function.
For improved versions of the detection algorithm and additional studies there are several directions further research might be headed to. Instead of using the observed numerical values for ABPm, ABPs and ABPd, the pressure curve itself may be analyzed. Using such high resolution raw data, calculation of the numerical values for systolic, diastolic and mean pressure may be specifically tailored to process the state of missing data, therefore refining the detection by improving the decision when a systolic and diastolic measurement can be calculated. This might be further extended by integrating models for heart beat detection and to establish a better estimate for deviations from the expected heart rate and variations in to decide if a physiological measurement was present.
The application of the provided solution to a hospital ward with multiple patients could be performed by integration in point-of-care devices like a blood gas analyzer. As suggested by Huijsmans et al [9] , usage of additional parameters in the analytical phase should be considered for better sample identification and reducing mix-ups. Using the novel information of automatically calculated times for blood withdrawals, a list of admitted patients can be limited to those, where such an event was detected. This would reduce the error potential of wrong data entries or mix-ups in patient identification from the entire patient database. A full list of all patients should still be available in a second menu, providing an override if detection was not possible. However, this additional step would force attention of the caregiver, being aware of currently performing an override and focusing on the correct patient selection in this no longer standard procedure. This can significantly improve patient identification as the most commonly observed problem in different studies by Wallin, Wagar and Vallenstein et al [1] [2] [3] . Additionally, after successful patient identification, a selection of the detected points of blood withdrawal could be performed and directly be stored with the analysis result, allowing for a more accurate timing of the blood sample. The time between blood withdrawal and analysis is known when automated detection is performed. A warning could then be shown if a predefined time between sampling and measurement is exceeded.
In this paper, we provide a sample application and a first step on the way to automated systems in clinical care settings interacting with point-of-care devices. Detection of blood withdrawal is just an example for the broad range of possibilities that may lead to solutions which will help caregivers and reduce their workload or provide additional safeguards in stressful situations addressing the major problem of noncompliance with guidelines observed by Iboje et al [7] . Major challenges are still to be faced in terms of data access, interconnection of medical devices and dealing with consequently overwhelming big data of patient information. These tasks need to be solved in cooperation with established knowledge from computer science, tailored to the specific needs of the medical sector. By unleashing such great potential, many repetitive or standardized tasks can be automated or computer-assisted checks and protection systems against mistakes could be implemented to increase patient safety and reduce the risk of potential errors for caregivers in stressful situations caused by high workload.
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